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Survivor has finally arrived to the Kingdom of
Namiroien. Be among the chosen one and

fight your way through the chaos to save your
kingdom. Battle Royale at it’s best in this epic

blend of RPG and Battle Royale games.
Customize your skills and equipment to

become the strongest force while you explore
the country of Namiroien to gather supplies

and enemies. Create and lead your own team
of warriors, improve your characters to

become the ultimate hero to defeat the dark
forces. What is The Last One Month: One

Month is all that you need for the ultimate
survival RPG game! Ride waves of new
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battlegrounds with other aspiring heroes as
you fight your way to become the world’s

ultimate warrior. Battle Royale games have
been around for a while now. What if we

instead of fighting against an endless horde of
opponents decided to do something about it?
With The Last One Month, you can. This game

is about preparing yourself for the ultimate
battle with other players. Only one of you can
be the last one standing. Join forces with other
players to become the most powerful warrior

and rule over the entire kingdom. Pick
whatever you want from over 30 classes to

determine the course of your game. Level up
your character into a true warrior, and show
what you have in store. Unlock new skills,

attributes, and traits to make your character
stronger. Key Features > Customize your
character with over 30 unique classes >

Experience points gained from battles to level
up your character into a true warrior > Over

50 unique weapons and armor sets to
determine your game-play style > A talent

and item system to define your character and
increase your strategy > A full day/night cycle
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in which you can explore or battle to collect
items, fight rivals, and level up your abilities >
Miniature-style Art style, themes and graphics
> Completely free-to-play The Last One Month
Survival Battle Royale Game by ESOSoft – The

Last One Month: The Kingdom Namiroien is
about to fall into chaos, as the forces of the

Dark Lord is approaching to conquer and
destroy everything in its path. The King has
summoned many mercenaries and warriors,
such as yourself, to protect his country from
the incoming dark forces. However, only one
chosen hero is deemed worthy of facing the
Dark Lord himself… The Last One Month is a

unique mix of Battle Royale, Survival RPG and
Turn-based Strategy games where you

become one of 50 warriors and battle each
other
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Legend of Dragon Labyrinth is the unconventional and classic RPG, which is combination of RPG and RTS.
This is an old Chinese legend about the top dragon training sessions led by the young master into the climax
and the final battle.

GumTitle Name Time Copse.Poe

Legend of Dragon Labyrinth is the fantasy RPG action game, which is about a young beginner archangel,
whose name is a fictional character and a young lad.
Start the game, the young beginner archangel, named Michael, as the main character, to find some of the
dragon semen on the face, and then collect the dragon semen, to reach the ultimate goal.
Needless to say, at the same time, spend a great time.
Experience the game, and play, fight, survive, laugh
Your fantasies are my desires.
Welcome to enjoy the fun, or get lost in the time.
To see some of the screenshot, please click
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